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Lonesomeness

TiYou are lonesome just when 
You swim in the ocean of humans 
And you hear the voice of others 

But none Identifies with you 
And you are just a statistic
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Soliloquic pressures mount 

You feel like exploding full blast 
As you are caught up In a hysteria 

Hysteria that is esoteric 
You become full of your only self
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Irrespectively you start to move 
Along spatial philosophical lanes 

Asking more questions than 
You can ever provide answers for 

As a reaction to the state you are In
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Lonesomeness Is a relative thing 
It is also ecological 

Meat in culture A poison in B 
Somewhere else you can never suffer 

From the disease of lonesomeness
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Lonesomeness could be both 

dehumanizing and threatening 
Only those who have been to It 

Will appreciate the experlencism 
That is lonesomeness.
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Watch

Straii Sire
Slowly the sand drop from Its 

Isolated chambers Into memories 
once seen but twice forgotten 

If only the direction might 
be altered oh what a feat It 
may be. but not one that 

need be conquered, for one should 
dwell In the latter moon but. 

open thine eyes upon the morning 
dew. For Is but one apple 
on the tree or for but one 

leaf to act as chameleon as 
mother nature takes her course 

If so life would be so lifeless 
to the.
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The Hourglass of Life Deac
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Life is an hourglass.

Each tiny fragment of sand. 
Representing the infinite number. 
Of actions, processes and parts. 

Of each of our lives.
No single being can control.

The many grains that fall.
To make up his particular life.

The people we meet.
The things that we do.
The problems we face.
The choices we make.

All fall Into place.
In the hourglass.
That is our life.

■■ When times are bad,
| The particles fall painfully slow. 
Yet. when our lives are full and rich. 
B Each granule seems to race by.

I At a cruelly rapid pace.
In either case.

I There Is nothing we can do. 
Hapa To stem the flow.
| We must merely pray.

That when the final grain has fallen, 
[The results are to our liking,

■ And if not. 
m Simply wait,

■ For the hourglass to turn.
I And for a new hour to begin.
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No One Home Valentine Hamlet Thou kno■ OflKevin DavidsonStares of emptiness 
with hollow eyes 
Black and deep 

lumming and rocking 
!our walls, choking air 

white yet stained 
Scars of pain 

Head banging 
Hand slapping 

Whimpers and cries 
yet never tears fall 

from the hollow eyes.

Be carValentine___ Hamlet
unspoken thoughts 

stuttering and faltering 
yeah's and nay's In 

webs and circles of words.
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Still then 
Yea, m:

To say or not to say 
to act or not to act 
to be or not to be. 1

So,
AlonSteams of desires 

may or may not be 
clouds with torrential rain.

yesterday
But, whei

Trisha Graves Nev:^member kingdoms to be won 
Jrom wonder forts when you were young 
Musty smell of bark.on sap-stained skin 

Mind to wads dosing without and zoithin 
Summers marked by pools of shade 
'Branches tamed the sun '$ cascade 

St. Jrancis 'ghost weeping Labour Day 
I realize what you meant, too late 

yesterday

Walk ye 
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